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Abstract
Nowadays, robotic platforms tend to be equipped with a conjugation of multi-modal
artificial perception systems to navigate and interact with the surrounding environment and persons. The complexity and dynamic characteristics of those environments has led to the development of attention mechanisms to filter the sensory
overload to sense, perceive and process only the relevant sensory data.
This work presents Bayesian models related with the attentional mechanisms
involved in blind manipulation of objects and related with the detection of borders,
borders following and corner detection of object surfaces. This type of object features can be used as structural references of the manipulated object and be used in
the next manipulation stages. The perception of those stimuli requires coordination
between the attention, perception and action mechanisms in order to direct (attention) and promote (action) the contact between the touch sensors and the object,
to maximize the acquisition of information (perception) and uncertainty reduction.
The Bayesian model integrates information related with the surface curvature, fingers motion direction and surface texture. The magnitude of the variation of those
object properties characterizes transition regions between between the object and
the surrounding environment. The detection of these transitions allow the robotic
hand to estimate an initial location of the borders of the object and start the board
following using the robotic fingers and recognize the interception between borders
- the corners. The statistical temporal relations between the action primitives required to explore and manipulate the object are based in an offline learning period.
The action plan is inferred from this learned knowledge.
The models of this work have been tested in a scenario that involved the blind
manipulation of a towel and the detection of its corners. This scenario was implemented in ROS-Gazebo simulation environment, using the Shadow dexterous
robotic hand model [1] equipped with the Shadow tactile sensor models attached to
the fingertips of the robotic hand.
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